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Echos Of Silence
 
The empty cry of a lost coo
The silent grief of empty's visit
The billows of quiet's melancholy
The mendacity of solitude's solace
The lingering ache of still breath..
 
The rend of broken arteries
The numbing course of uncharthed parts
The burning slice of rejection
The ache of spurned want..
 
The trapped scorn of emptied emotions
The nakedness of ripped flesh
The lost twirl of splattered clay
The shadows of melted vapours
The memoirs of a burned soul
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Hey
 
I want to write you love notes
Sing you delightful tones
Whisper sweet nothings in your ears
 
I want to kiss every worry
Nurse every weary
Ease every pain
 
I want to bring you the sunset
Show you the cloud's lust
Read you the star's passion
 
Only my head Is blank
Head's empty
Eyes lost
Lips sealed
Heart's broken
Will drained
Voice cracked
 
Be my balm
A soothing calm
 
A dark encircling protection
A loud encompassing redemption
A raging enriching salvation
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In
 
Dark, musky den, the sun, too terrified to peep through cracks in the top...yellow
unblinking eyes littered...tense
In struts the sheep...
Blind to certain fate...
Deaf to surrounding danger...
Snarls, nerve tingling
Hair breaking whistles..
Still the noiseless clippy clod clutter echoes
It is strange..
It is strange..
How confident, the sure gait, the sheep possessed..
Still she clutters..
Past the sentry...
Head held high...
Pedigree in tact...
Skill primly groomed..
It ends with just one bite..
Shrill pitiful bleats...
Greedy blood cuddling snarls...
The darkness with its light circles
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Jam
 
Stuck in a jellied wall
Encased in a transparent box
Ensconced in umbra's myth
 
Gladly snuffed in
Largely stuffed out
Wildly muffed in
Madly cuffed out
 
Empty whispers slowly dying
Shallow whimpers steadily dissipating
Lost hope quietly ebbing
Life's game encased and crying
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Love Story
 
You're hurt..
I'm soothing..
You cry..
I kiss your tears..
You fall..
I nurse your wounds..
You're sad..
I bring sunlight to your eyes..
You're lonely...
I spend my days by your side..
I'm hurt..
You're busy..
I cry..
You're sleeping..
I fall..
You pushed me..
I'm sad..
You're happy..
I'm lonely..
You're side of the bed is empty
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Love's Lust
 
Passion's trail..
Fiery ignited..
Burning blaze..
Heady haze..
 
Pleasure's touch..
Softly there..
Gently here..
Firmly there..
Lovingly here..
 
Soft explores..
Velvety terrains..
Silky ripples..
Satiny contours..
 
 
Love's thrust..
An arch to receive..
A dig to give..
Crazed rhythm entwined..
Sounds repossessed and lost..
 
 
Lust's trip..
Conscience's flip..
Heart's dip..
Emotions tip..
Minds slip
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Scattered Clouds
 
Migrating clouds...
Spirally chasing the earth...
Clumps of steel fashioned as wool..
Numb at birth...
Fierce at death...
 
Migrating clouds...
Kissed by the sun..
Assaulted by man..
Perturbed by birds of iron..
Watched by iris of interest..
 
Migrating clouds...
Winter mixed with spring..
Summer's maiden, autumn's niece..
Closely watched by your mother..
Gently guided by your creator
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Trail
 
Slowly tears wring my heart
Sliced in shreds by a cruel flick
Mangled jagged ends hang loosely
Crudely cut
Expertly glued
 
Swiftly empty sounds kiss my mind
Life's choked out
Piercing through the dam walls
Loudly sung
Quietly heard
 
Finally the lights go out my eyes
Wordless thoughts benign visit
Lifeless florescents
Torn apart
Tied inside
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Transparent Fools
 
Its just a cluster of bones...
A lopsided arrangement of veins...
Shabby wits...
Hobbled neurons...
Crazed phase
 
A herd of noisy wordless hecklers...
Neon yellow...
Sputter of orange...
Dash of red...
Welcome to blocked colour's course...
 
Just one tiny opening...
Ants heaped as sharks at dinner...
Climbing..
Pulling...
Tearing...
Straight was the narrow way but none is straight...
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